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Delivered this morning by: Tatum

[Click to Enter] The Chamber of Secrets Submission

Dear Magical Sisters of the Denison googoogaga Sorority, 

There are many different wizards prevalent in today's time. From the great 
Dumbledores to the legendary Gandalf, the list goes on and on. However, 
for the sake of this weekend, we would like to focus on the dark wizard, 
Voldemort, because the goal of this Saturday is to reach his level of evil. 

On Saturday, the Dark Wizards of poopybuttpoo (House of Slytherin) would 
like to cordially invite the women of googoogaga to an event filled with magic, 
a mixer. The theme for this mixer will be scandalous wizards and witches. 
As controversial as this theme may sound, our fraternity views it as a merg-
er between the great traditions of old, and the progressive themes of society 
today. 

For those asking, yes you have the choice to choose between either a good 
or evil wizard. Personally, the members of poopbutt prefer a hybrid or slutty 
wizard. Not only will our presidential wizard, googooga, be wearing scandal-
ous clothing, but he will also have a wand encouraging everyone to get imp-
ish and consume large amounts of butterbeer.  

Take this invitation for what you will. 

When: 
Saturday Evening at 9:00 PM 
What:
Scandalous Wizardry 
Where: 
Platform 9 3/4 (poopbutt House)

Sincerely, 

Hogwarts Staff: 
poop (Alpha Wizard) poo '26
poopy (Smeagol) poopybutt '25
pee (Hagrid) poo '25
poopyyy (Gandalf) poo '25

(cont. on the back)



Staff “Message in a Bottle” Box
Claire “The” Anderson, Managing Editor

Caroline “above” Lopez, Junior Editor
Caroline “article” Concannon, Junior Editor
Carter “contains” Seipel, Sophomore Editor

Mick “actual" Smith, Head Writer
Lauren “content” Ehlers, Senior Writer

Brin "sent” Glass, Junior Write
Griffin “by” Conley, Junior Writer

Ella "both” Buzas, Foreign Correspondent
Selah “students” Griffin, Foreign Correspondent

Micah “&" Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Foreign Correspondent
Emmy “administrators,” Ayad, Foreign Correspondent

Tatum "not" Thomas, Junior Writer
Christine “Bullsheet” Trueh, Sophomore Writer

Leah "writers" Jackson, Sophomore Writer
Eleanor "or" Mason, Freshman Writer
Lucy "editors." Dale, Freshman Writer

At least 
Fmr. Sec. 
Clinton 

checked the 
mailing list... 

[Click to Enter] The Chamber of Secrets (cont.) Submission

Dear Dark Wizards of poopybuttpoo(House of Slytherin),

We invite you to make wise choices - the choice of good or evil - this weekend, 
as you celebrate the dark wizard (he that shall not be named. The goal of this 
Saturday should be properly registering mixers, so that while reaching the right 
level of evil, you do not wind yourself or the magical ladies of googoogaga up in 
Azkaban (conduct) for hosting unregistered Yulle Balls and drinking too much 
butterbeer and giggle water.

(Unfortunately the time has passed to register this event for this weekend, but a 
great Yulle Ball idea for next weekend)

Dumbledor's personal Aurors:
thing1andthing2
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EDITOR RECITAL ALERT!MANAGING EDITOR RECITAL ALERT!MANAGING EDITOR RE-
CITAL ALERT!MANAGING EDITOR RECITAL ALERT!MANAGING EDITOR RECITAL ALERT!


